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Warm-Up Time   

Introduction to Step It Out

A series provided by the BBC at the request of the Educational Broadcasting Council 
for Northern Ireland. 

Broadcast Tuesdays at 1140 � 1200
Radio Ulster Medium Wave 1341 kHz
North West 792 kHz
Enniskillen 873 kHz
Age 8 � 9  Lower Key Stage 2
Presenter:  Jamie Darling
Producer:  Bernagh Brims

The Programmes

The term�s broadcasts are divided into three units and are designed to be progressive.  
The ten week series should ideally be used in its entirety to give the greatest breadth 
of movement experience, but each unit could be used on its own.  The content of the 
programmes progress from very structured instruction to the encouragement of more 
freedom of expression towards the end of the series.

Unit 1  Let�s start � Stepping It Out!

1. Warm Up Time     20 September
2. Step It Out a Little Bit More   27 September
3. Are You Coming Out to Play?      4 October
4. At the Funfair      11 October

Unit 2 The Linen Mill

5. The Journey to Work      18 October
6. Preparing the Flax    25 October 
7. Clickety-clack         8 November

Unit 3 The Children of Lir

8. Part 1        15 November
9. Part 2        22 November
10. Part 3        29 November

* No broadcast on 1st November*
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Step It Out

Aim of the Series

� To assist teachers if P4 and 5 classes with the dance requirements of the 
 Northern Ireland curriculum.
� To provide resources for movement and dance in a local context based on the 
 children�s own community and culture.
� To support teachers who have no previous experience of teaching dance and   
 movement.
� To provide structured movement ideas for teachers already familiar with the 
 subject.
� To develop a sense of rhythm, co-ordination and balance.
� To encourage a creative response to a variety of music, both physically and 
 emotionally.
� To develop children�s movement vocabulary in a variety of contexts.

Tape Recording and Sound Quality

It is essential that this series is used in recorded form.  This enables the teacher to 
have full control of the activities to be carried out by the pupils.

It is important that you record on a good tape recorder, preferably using a new tape.

Audibility when recording can be inß uenced by many factors in a school.  The me-
dium wave signal can be shielded by the school building � it may help to move the set 
nearer a window.  Considerable interference can be caused by computers, ß uorescent 
tubes and duplicators � switch these off if possible.

Replay can be improved by using a tape machine with sufÞ cient volume and tone con-
trol.

The Northern Ireland Curriculum

Physical Education at Key Stage 2

Dance

Pupils should develop previously learned movements as a means of communication 
and expression.

Pupils should have opportunities to:

a.   develop more effective use of space levels, for example, high, medium, low, 
       directions, speed, and strength, for example heavy/light;
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Step It Out

b.   move with increased control, co-ordination and poise, using a variety of actions
 and gestures which communicate ideas and feelings;

c.   create, practise and perform movement sequences, using a variety of stimuli;
     
d.   structure dances with clear beginnings, middles and ends;  

e. perform any simple folk dances.

Health-related Physical Education

To promote physical activity and healthy lifestyles, pupils should:

a.   understand the reasons for changing physical activity:

b.   experience and understand the need for warm-up and cool-down exercises;

c.   develop an understanding of the relationship between physical activity and good  
      health;

d.   be aware of the effects of exercise on the body.   

Dance

Dance is a natural means of expression for children, and one of its appeals is that it 
does not depend on the spoken or written word for communication.  A large part of a 
child�s education is concerned in encouraging and fostering forms of communication 
� in dance the child is free to communicate purely by movement.  It also provides op-
portunities to share creative experiences with others and to adapt, lead or follow in a 
group.

Dance involves a sequence of movements and has a language all of its own.  PE is 
also concerned with movement, but in a more functional way, lacking the opportunity 
for self expression.  Creative dance � there is no �right� or �wrong�.  There are no rou-
tines to be learnt.  The aim is to lead the children to creative use of the elements of 
dance.

Over the ten weeks in Step It Out we will be teaching some of these elements � some 
basic steps, sequences and language of dance.  In the last three programmes there 
will be an opportunity to develop these elements allowing the freedom for more per-
sonal expression. 
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Step It Out

Movement

Movement consists of four main aspects:

 � Activities � what the children are doing e.g. hopping, marching, skipping, 
  bending etc.
 � Dynamics � how the children are moving e.g. lightly, fast, in slow motion.
 � Space � where the children are moving e.g. close to the body, high or low,  
  all over the room.
 � Relationships � to what the children are relating their movements e.g.   
  working together, separately, reaching towards others, avoiding each   
  other.

Structure of the lessons

Each lesson will consist of four sections.

 1. Warm up.
 2. Learning and trying out three or four movement sequences � the �steps�  
  of the dance.
 3. Putting the sequences together � �the dance�.
 4. Cooling down.

Before the lesson

Arrange to tape record the programme.  This is essential to enable the programme to 
be stopped at various points for practice, a change of grouping or further explanation.

Clear as much free space as possible.  If there is not a PE hall available, it should still 
be possible to carry out most of the sequences.  If space is very limited, the class 
could be divided into groups.  Point out �dangerous� areas of the room to be avoided 
(objects protruding, doors, stacked chairs, other people�s property, the tape ma-
chine).

Encourage the use of as much space as is safely available.  Don�t bunch together in 
one area.

Bare feet are ideal � not slippy socks.  (Dress as for PE)

Each programme starts with a warm-up but a brief movement session in advance of 
the broadcast would be beneÞ cial � e.g. jogging on the spot, bending and stretching.

Some of the programmes require the class to be divided into 2s or 4s.  In order to 
save time, please practise this in advance.   (All the programmes however, begin with 
individual warm-ups.)
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Step It Out

In the early stages of using this series, some teachers may Þ nd it useful to replay the 
programme to the pupils in the classroom before participating actively.

During the lesson

Be responsive and participate where possible � the teacher�s reaction to the broadcast 
is crucial.

Be prepared to stop the tape when requested by the presenter to practise or re-
group.

Re-enforce the presenter�s instructions.

Make sure the tape is at the correct volume and the children can hear the instructions 
from all parts of the hall.  The programmes move fast!

Stop the tape and rewind if further practice is required to complete a sequence of 
movements.

After the lesson

Ideas for follow-up activities are provided at the end of the notes for each pro-
gramme.  These include cross subject links to English, History, Geography, Science, 
Maths and Music.
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Programme  1 Warm-Up Time

Unit of Work � Programmes 1 � 4

Content: walking, jogging, skipping, marching, twisting, turning, circling, heel 
  and toe, trotting, clapping, nodding head, gesticulating, warm up,   
  cool down activities.

Incorporating � use of space; dance vocabulary � sequence, levels; individual, partner 
and group work; quality movement � speed, heavy or light, high or low.

Warm-ups

�Bend your knees, lean 
forward and hold.�

�Stand on 1 leg and hold 
the other behind you.�

�Twist at your waist�

�One heel on the 
ß oor in front, toes 

point up�
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Programme  1 Warm-Up Time

son
20 September

Starting Point

Everyone in a space, ready to listen.

Activity          What you hope to see

1.   Walking             (a)   Good use of space.

    (b) Listening to tambourine.

    (c) Change of direction.

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Tambourine

Clave

Music

Stimuli word bank

walk, jog, step,
lean, wobble, run,
shake, clap, creak,
twist, stretch, fall,
reach, march, bend,
straight, relax, curl,
jump, turn, swing,
hop, whirl, skip,
balance, tiptoe.

Activity>        What is moving>      Hands, feet, waist,
            knees, incorporating
            clapping, walking,
            stretching, marching,
            balancing, jogging,
            trotting. 

Dynamics>  How is it moving>      Light/heavy,  
      slow/quick.
 

Space>     Where it is moving> On the spot,           
      general space
      medium level.

Relationships>     With whom> Avoiding others,
      solo work.

Warm-Up Time
By: Paul Sloan & Jennifer williamson 20 September
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Programme  1 Warm-Up Time

Activity          What you hope to see

    (d) Stretching feet when walking.

    (e) Shoulders back, but relaxed style.

2.  Jogging               (a) Good use of space.

                                 (b) No collisions!

    (c) Change of  direction.

    (d) Jog on balls of feet, not ß at of foot.

    (e) Light movements.

3.  Clapping            (a) Listen to music.

    (b) Keeping in time to rhythm.

    (c) Changing levels � high, medium.

4.  Marching            (a) Staying on the spot.

                                  (b) Lift knees high.

5.  Stretching    (a) Keep feet steady as if stuck to ß oor.
      Exercises
     Remember to lean forward and not bend over.

     Children counting and hold movement for a time.

            (b) Make sure feet stay still/stuck to the ß oor.

     Twist from the waist only.

     Children counting and hold movement for a time.

    (c) Try not to wobble when holding foot behind.

     Use free arm to help balance body.

            (d) As heel is on the ß oor, leg should be in stretched
     position.
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Programme  1 Warm-Up Time

Activity          What you hope to see

6.  Jogging to Jive    (a) Children keeping the rhythm.
      Bunny
             (b) Good use of space.

    (c) Change of direction.

    (d) Jogging on balls of feet.

7.  Poem:   (a) Listening skills.
   �Ready, Steady, Go�
    (b) Tip-toe around quietly, leaning forward and arms
     up at shoulders � almost creeping movements. 

    (c) Running � still on toes so as to hear the beat and words.

    (d) Falling, crumpling � in a controlled manner to the ß oor.

    (e) Curling tightly with all parts of the body tucked in tight-
     even the elbows and hands.

    (f) Growing upwards slowly to full stretch.  Look up at the 
     ceiling to stretch the neck also.

    (g)     Balance without wobbling � a broad base with a wide 
     shape will help balance. 

    (h) Turning and whirling slowly and controlled.  Watch out            
     for others and use good space.

8.  Marching to   (a) Keep in time to music.
     Music
    (b) Swing arms in time � opposite arm with opposite foot.

    (c) Stay on the spot.

9. Skipping to music  (a) Use of good space.

    (b) Change of direction.

    (c) Keeping in time to music.
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Programme  1 Warm-Up Time

Footnote:  
 
Half class or individual demonstra-
tion is a very valuable teaching aid 
to reinforce technique.  If you can 
see a child who has developed the 
skill well, then use that child to 
demonstrate to the rest of the class.  

Always be aware of the use of space 
and try to avoid the children moving 
�around� the hall in �sheep� fashion.  
Tell them to change direction.  Rep-
etition will also enhance technique 
so please feel free to turn off the 
tape and repeat until you are happy 
that the children have understood 
the task.

Ready, Steady, Go

Tip toe slowly toe to toe
Ready steady, slowly go
Running quickly, not a sound.
Falling, crumpling, to the ground
Curling tightly like a ball
Growing upwards straight and tall
Trotting gently, knees up high
Jumping, jumping touch the sky.
Balance, balance, stretch out wide
Turning slowly round and round
Whirling, circling to the ground.

By Kate Harrison
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Step It Out a Little Bit More

Step It Out a Little Bit More
by: Paul Sloan & Jennifer Williamson       27 September  
      

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Tambourine

Music

Counting in fours

Stimuli word bank

walk, jog, step, lean,
wobble, clap, twist
balance, pattern, 
repeat, reach, skip, 
turn, swing, straight, 
bend, change,
variety, relax.

Activity>        What is moving>     Hands, feet, waist, 
                                                   knees, arms, legs;                
                                                   incorporating � 
                                                   clapping, walking,
                                                   stretching, marching,                               
                                                   balancing, jogging,  
                                                   skipping, reaching, 
                                                   swinging, turning.

Dynamics>  How is it moving>      

Space>     Where it is moving> on the spot,
general space,
medium level.

Relationships>     With whom> 

Light/heavy,
slow/quick,
sudden/sustained,
rhythmically to the
accompaniment;
alternatively as in 
heel/toe step.

Individual work
avoiding others,
retaining good 
space. 
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Programme  2 Step It Out a Little Bit More

Starting Point

Standing in good space, ready to listen.

Activity          What You Hope To See

Introduction

1.   Walking             (a)   Keep �good space�

    (b) Listen to tambourine.

    (c) Varying directions.

    (d) Good posture, shoulders, back, head up.

    (e) Looking for space.

    (f) Stopping on time.

2.  Clapping               (a) Keeping time.

                                 (b) In fours, keeping a 1-2-3-4, 1-2-3-4 pattern; counting.

3.  Stretching            (a) Toes of both feet pointing forwards.

    (b) Keep heels on ß oor.

    (c) Don�t over lean.

    (d) Maintain good balance.

    (e) Twist around waist, keep legs straight and still.

    (f) Hold and count.

    (g) Foot held rigid in heel stretches.
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Programme  2 Step It Out a Little Bit More

Activity          What You Hope To See

4.  Marching            (a) Good co-ordination.

    (b) Strong stepping and arm swinging.

    (c) Good knee lift.

    (d) Body kept upright.

    (e) Retaining rhythm.

    (f) Keep �good space� when moving in general space.

5.  Skipping    (a)     Light on feet.

    (b) Stay up on toes and balls of feet.

    (c) Retain rhythm.
    

6.  Heel to Toe     (a) Keep foot rigid.

    (b) Toeing with a deÞ nite knee bend.

    (c) In time with accompaniment.

    (d) Smooth changes to other foot.

Development

1.  The Journey  (a) Keeping time with the music.

    (b) Variety of movement � march, skip, heel/toe, turning.

    (c) Good use of all the space available.  

    (d) Starting and Þ nishing with the music.
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Programme  2 Step It Out a Little Bit More

2.  Observation  (a) Good examples of No.1 (a-d) from selected pupils.

    (b) Pupils attentiveness.

3.  Cool down   Sleepy Hands� poem

    (a) Steady, deep breathing.

    (b) Good listening.

Footnote:  

 The programme content is designed 
to provide pupils with further ideas 
on how to move to music.  Don�t be 
discouraged if pupils do not 
initially reproduce the movements 
accurately.  The full potential of this 
and subsequent units will only be 
realised through practice and 
familiarity.  

Encourage pupils to enter into 
the happy atmosphere generated 
through the music and do not inhibit 
them by demanding �quality� too 
soon.  

However, do encourage disciplined 
listening and performing.  Hopefully 
everyone will then enjoy working 
towards better quality movements as 
the series progresses. 

Sleepy Hands

Hands that are sleepy
Then wiggle awake
Giggle and jiggle
They wiggle and shake.

Hands that are gentle
For soothing small things
Hands moving softly
Like butterß y wings.

Hands that are busy
Whiz whizzing they go
Weaving and waving
As taller they grow.

But hands feeling tired
Float down from the light
Grow droopy and dreamy
And whisper, �Good night�.
By Malcolm Brown 
and Jenny Melmoth
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Are you coming out to play?

Are You Coming  Out to Play?
By: Paul Sloan and Jennifer Williamson 4 October

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Tambourine

Clave

Stimuli word bank

walk, point, wave,
laugh, balance, clap,
creak, gesture, tip-
toe, turn, lean, jog, 
�come here�, run, 
whirl,  twist, march, 
knock, curl, circle, 
twist, march, knock, 
curl, balance, skip, 
link arms, stretch, 
hold, heel and toe, 
chat, talk, jump, 
hop.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, waist,
                      knees, arms, legs;
                         incorporating clapping
                         walking, stretching,
                         marching, balancing,
                         jogging, turning,
                         skipping, gesturing,
                         nodding head.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy, 
      slow/quick,
      sudden/sustained i.e.
      controlled or sudden
      movements as seen in
      the poem �Ready,
      Steady Go�.

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot, general,
      space, speciÞ c space
      (partner work);
      different levels; high,
      medium, low.

Relationships>      With whom> Individual work,
      partner work.
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Programme  3 Are You Coming Out to Play?

Starting point:

Everyone standing in their own space, ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Warm up � Clapping (a) In time to music.

2. Stretching   (a) Lean forward and not bending.
     
     (b) Twisting only at waist and keep feet still.

     (c) Good balance. 

     (d)  Straight leg when using the heel.

3. Jogging with   (a)  Always on balls of feet.
     �Jive Bunny� 
     (b)  Keep in time to music.

4. Marching with  (a)  Stay on spot until told to move off.
    �Scottish Reel� 
     (b)  Alternate arms and leg.

     (c)  Good knee lifts and strong swing of arms.

     (d)  Good use of space when moving off.

5. Skipping with  (a)  Good use of space.
    �Scottish Reel� 
     (b)  Light feet up on toes/balls of feet.

     (c)  Change of direction.

6. Heel and toe   (a)  Heel Þ rst, followed by toe.
    �Scottish Reel�
     (b)  Good balance.

     (c)  Keep in time to music and change feet.
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Programme 3 Are You Coming Out to Play?

Development

1. Calling for a partner (a) Make sure children know who their partner is. 
    
     (b) Walking slowly towards partner, perhaps making 
      a wavy pattern on the ß oor, instead of going   
      straight to their partner.

2. Dancing with partner (a)   Make sure children are opposite each other, with  
      a space in between.

     (b) Encourage children to make a good circle round 
              their partner when skipping.  Other person stands
      completely still.

     (c) Listen to instructions for when to move.

     (d) Good footwork.

3. Dancing away  (a) Good use of space.
    from partner  
     (b)    Good footwork.

     (c) Change direction.

     (d) Listen for change of music to walk again.

     (e) Gesturing to say �good bye�.
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Programme  3 Are You Coming Out to Play?

Climax

Poem �Ready Steady Go�

Ready, Steady, Go

   Tip toe slowly toe to toe
   Ready steady, slowly go
   Running quickly, not a sound.
   Falling, crumpling, to the ground
   Curling tightly like a ball
   Growing upwards straight and tall
   Trotting gently, knees up high
   Jumping, jumping touch the sky.
   Balance, balance, stretch out wide
   Turning slowly round and round
   Whirling, circling to the ground.

     By Kate Harrison

Footnote:

Working with a partner can cre-
ate difÞ culties with children.  Allow 
them to choose their own part-
ners, if appropriate and ensure no-
one is left out. Encourage the chil-
dren to be aware of the position of 
the partner, in dancing towards or 
around them.

Call partner out to play
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At the  Funfair 

At The Funfair
By: Paul Sloan and Jennifer Williamson 11 October

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Effects

Tambourine

Stimuli word bank

walk, point, wave, 
snake, clap, creak,
gesture, wind, lean, 
jog, turn, weave, 
twist, march, signal, 
balance, skip, 
sequence, wiggle, 
hold, heel/toe, 
circle, shake, gentle, 
smoothly, slice, 
whizzing, droopy, 
dreamy.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, waist,
      knees, arms, legs;
      incorporating clapping,
      marching, stretching,
      balancing, jogging,  
      skipping, swinging,  
      turning, gesturing.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy; 
      slow/quick; sudden/ 
      sustained; alternately  
      (heel/toe; sequences).

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot, general
      space, speciÞ c space
      different levels,
      (high, medium, low).

Relationships>      With whom> Individual work,
      partner work, group  
      work.
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Programme  4 At the Funfair

Starting point:

Standing in a �good space�, ready to listen and clap.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Clapping/marching (a) Good knee lift, upright body.
    on the spot.
     (b) Keeping in time with music � both feet and hands.

2. Stretching   (a) Holding for 8; knowing when to change.
    
     (b) Effective body position.

     (c) Responding to sound effects for changes.

3. Jogging    (a) Responding effectively to different music.

     (b) Moving in time to the music.

4. Sequences   (a) Responding promptly to sound cues.
    (�Journey� and
    �Going Out To  (b) Good recall of movement sequences.
     Play�)   
     (c) Retaining rhythm and quality throughout.

     (d) Listening, concentration.

     (e) Good style in footwork.

     (f) Full use of space available.

5. Sequences   (a) Keeping safe space behind person in front.
    (merry-go-round,
    roller coaster,  (b) Paying attention to leader�s movements and
    dodgem cars)   direction changes.
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Programme 4 At the Funfair

     (c) Making safe/effective use of all the space.
 

     (d) Smoothly changing from merry-go-round to  
      roller coaster to dodgems.

     (e) Keeping good time with the music.

6. Cool down   (a) Responding effectively to key words.
    (�Sleepy Hands�)
     (b) Making use of all personal space � above, in 
      front, to side, to back of body.

     (c) Good use of Þ ngers.

     (d) Attentiveness, concentration.

Footnote:

This unit provides an opportunity to create a whole dance sequence relating 
the visit of Christopher and Emma to the country.  The limitation on time does 
not accommodate the need for lots of practice and repetition but a ready made 
piece of work has now been structured.  Teachers can now utilise the piece, 
modify it as required and ultimately present it as a performance for the enjoy-
ment and development of the pupils themselves.  It may also be performed for 
others � parents, other pupils.  Both the music and the poems used could be 
listened to in class and form a basis for discussion and that could enhance inter-
pretation and appreciation.

Roller Coasters
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The Journey to Work

Unit of Work - Programmes 5 - 7

The Linen Mill

Content:  Walking, jogging, skipping, stamping, twisting, turning, jigging.  
   Hand  movements � weaving, wiping, slicing, punching, chopping,  
   pulling, pushing.
   Head movements � nodding/tossing.  
   Stillness.

Incorporating: Learning dance vocabulary e.g. sequence/pause.
   Use of space.
   Solo and partner and group work.
   Quality of movement e.g. how slow, how fast, how small, how   
   large, how high, how low, how strong, how light.
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Programme 5 The Journey to Work

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Tambourine

Music

Stimuli word bank

maze, smile, nod,
stretch, joke, smile,
laugh, wave, jump, 
jig, wade, box,
walk, skip

Activities>      What is moving> Hands/feet/head/
      shoulders;                 
      incorporating   
      walking, skipping,  
      jumping, gesture   
      (waving).

Dynamics>   How is it moving> Light/heavy,
      quick/slow, smooth/ 
      jerky, with emphasis  
      on going from one  
      extreme to the other.

Space>                      With whom>  On the spot, personal  
      space, general space,
      medium level.
 
Relationships>      With whom> Avoiding other   
      children, gesturing
      towards children, solo.

The Journey To Work
By: Libby Mailey 18 October

Preparation which may be done in class:

1. Discussion on the linen industry.

2. Conditions of living and working in nineteenth century Ireland.
  
3. Conditions of roads in the nineteenth century in Ireland and type of footwear  
 used by the workers.

4.    Explain a maze.
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Programme  5 The Journey to Work

Starting Point:

Everyone standing in a space ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging/skipping  (a) Listening to music rhythm.

     (b) Use of general space.

     (c) Changing pathways e.g. straight or zig-zag.

     (d) Light movements on feet.
 
     (e) Changing directions.

2. Hand movements  (a) Use of personal space.

     (b) Use of different air patterns.

     (c) Use of different speeds.

3. Walking    (a) Awareness of other people.

     (b) Use of different pathways.

     (c) Use of extreme speeds � slow/fast.

     (d) Remembering a route � can the route be 
      retraced?

 
 

Footnote:

Introduction should incorporate: (a) Warming up
      (b) Body awareness i.e. hands and feet.
      (c) Use of space.
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Programme 5 The Journey to Work

Development

Going to work

1. Walking and nodding head  (a) Slow sustained movement.

2. Walking and waving   (a) Long strides, slow hand movement.

3. Walking and stretching   (a) Gesture i.e. head and hand.
    coming from work

4. Skipping     (a) Use of space.

       (b) Variety of directions e.g. forward, 
        sideways, backwards.

5. Gesture      (a) Good use of �pause�.

       (b) Miming a joke and a laugh

       (c) Hand on hip, head moving back and  
        forward.

6. Jumping     (a) Variety of take off and landing e.g.   
        one foot to the other; two feet to two  
        feet. 2 small jumps, large jumps.

       (b) Landing on balls of feet.

7. Jigging      (a) Holding on to a pair of braces.

       (b) Kicking feet out sideways one at a 
        time.

   
Footnote:

Half class demonstration is a very valuable teaching aid to reinforce technique.
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Programme  5 The Journey to Work

Climax

Linking movements to form  (a) Use of structured 4 and 8 rhythm
a speciÞ c sequence into a solo
dance for:     (b) A clear distinction between slow and
       quick and light and heavy movements.

      (c) Flow of movements within larger sequence. 
       

   

 

Ideas for future dance lessons on the same topic

a) Combining slow sequence and lively sequence.

b) Partner work �matching� (side by side).

c) Partner work �Follow the Leader� (one behind the other).

1. going to work

2. coming from work

Footnote:

The ability of the children will dictate when both sequences can be eventually 
linked up to form an entire dance.  Then, the completed dance can be enhanced 
by going from solo dancing to partner dancing to group dancing where the chil-
dren can use the basic dance structure to match their own formations. Obvious-
ly, this may cover work for future weeks.

Stretch and wave
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Programme 5 The Journey to Work

Face a friend and pretend to have a good laugh with them

Imagine you are holding a pair of braces with your hands and on 
the spot kick out your feet one at a time and jug��
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Preparing the Flax

Preparing The Flax
By: Libby Mailey 25 October

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Stimuli word bank

hop, step, trample,
pattern, swing, 
stamp, puddle, sin-
ing, soak, cross, 
bend, wipe, jump, 
music, eggs, pull, 
sretch.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands/feet/arms
      incorporating jogging,
      jumping, stamping,
      pulling, wiping
      (gesture)

Dynamics>   How it is moving> Firm quality of   
      movement -   
      stamping. Heavy   
      quality of movement  
      - pulling. Light quality  
      of movement - wiping. 

Space>                      With Whom>  On the spot.
      General space.
      Personal space.
      Low and medium 
      level.

Relationships>      With whom> Solo.
      Partner work.
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Programme 6 Preparing the Flax

Preparation which may be done in class

1. Research into methods of soaking the ß ax.

2. Preparation of children for partner work � perhaps practising during another PE   
    lesson.

3. Discussion on the pattern of a square as per programme i.e. right foot in front,   
    left foot in front, right foot behind, left foot behind.

    2 1

    4  3

4. Encourage children to learn �right from left� with both hands and feet.

Starting point:

Everyone standing in their own space, ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging/skipping  (a) Running or skipping and turning around an
      imaginary puddle.  Children should always be   
      aware of the size they are running around.

2. Jumping   (a) Landing heavy � bursting a balloon.  Bend knees.

3. Stepping   (a) Light footwork � quick movement in and out.

4. Combination of  (a) Listen carefully to music.
    above to music 
     (b) Use arms when jogging or skipping.

     (c) Good landings in �puddle�.
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Programme  6 Preparing the Flax

Development

1. Stamping the ß ax  (a) Firm movement � bend knees.

2. Stamping square  (a) Check children know right from left. 
    pattern   
         (b) Stepping pattern should ß ow smoothly.
 2 1          
           (c) Swinging arms form front to back
 4 3

3. Pulling the ß ax  (a) Slow, sustained movement � feet stride, bent   
                                              knees, pulling hard and slow from low level to
      medium level (tummy).    

4. Wiping brow   (a) Light, ß owing movement from side to side.

     (b) Bending and stretching body.

     (c) Wiping with both hands.

Climax

Sequence work

Stamping    (a) Activity on the spot and in personal space.
Pulling
Wiping    (b) Flow from one action to another.

Partner work   (a) Stamping together, both starting with right foot
(side by side)    in front.

     (b) Pulling in turn � A pulls for 4 beats and freezes
      and vice versa.
 
     (c) Wiping � free choice e.g. either together or taking 
      turns.
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Programme 6 Preparing the Flax

Ideas for future dance lessons on the same topic

Preparing the ß ax

(a) Different formations for partners e.g. mirror or follow the leader.

(b) Larger groups e.g. 4.

(c) Groups of 6; 2 stamping, 2 pulling, 2 wiping; repeat rotating roles.

Pulling the ß ax out of the water

Wipe the sweat from your brow

Stamp on the ß ax with your partner
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Clickety-clack

Clickety-Clack
By: Libby Mailey 8 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s voice

action words �  
clickety clack,
weave, spin,
music.

Stimuli word bank

clickety clack, spin, 
stretch, low, puppet, 
strand, Þ gure of 8, 
swerve, high, noise, 
weave, bend, freeze, 
spindle, punch, chop, 
zig-zag, circle,  
elastic,

Activities>      What is moving> Variety of body parts  
      e.g. arms, hands, feet.  
      Incorporating jogging,
      punching, chopping,
      weaving, twisting,
      turning.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light-weaving,
      spinning, quick/slow,
      pushing and pulling  
      (i.e. sudden/sustained  
      and freeze).

Space>       Where it is moving>  On the spot.
      Personal space.
      General space.
      Circle information.
      Line formation.
      Variety of levels (up  
      and Down).

Relationships>      With whom> Solo.
      Groups of 4 or 5.

Preparation which may be done in class

1. Formation of groups

2. Research into machines in a linen factory.

3. Looking at the texture and feel of the linen yarn.
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Programme 7 Clickety-clack

Standing point:

Everyone standing in a space ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging    (a) Awareness of other children.
   
     (b) Listen to music.

     (c) Repetition of words clickety clack.

     (d) Stretching Þ ngers out � closing Þ ngers tight.

2. Variety of   (a) Revision of stepping patterns from previous 
    movements    lessons. 
      
     (b) Variety of pathways/directions.

     (c) Gesturing towards other children � nodding,
      waving, smiling.

3. Hand movements  (a) Moving hands � hands up and down in a piston
      type movement or like a robot.

     (b) Gesture of punching and chopping.

Development

1. Gesture of ß ax  (a) Twisting and turning.
    moving through
    the looms � hand  (b) Different levels � low-high-low.
    movements.

2. Jogging    (a) Zig-zag movement.

     (b) Use of hands to weave a pattern while jogging.

3. Into groups   (a) Circle formation � going to nearest people rather 
      than running all over the room looking for   
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Programme  7 Clickety-clack

      someone.

4. Creating noise  (a) Hands well stretched out � Þ ngers stretched out. 
    of the machines   See-Saw type action with the body. 
    slapping.
     (b) Using space around body while hitting ß oor
      with hands.

5. On the spot -   (a) Use of personal space.
    machine
    movements   (b) Use of all body parts � e.g. bend and stretch of
    up and down    knees.     
 

6. Machine movement (a) Slicing movement across body on 7 and 8.
    and weaving  
    sequence.                     (b) Can they start their sequence with the same        
      hand tightening yarn each time. 
    
     (c) Hands �brushing� in rhythm.

Climax

Group work - staggered (a) Looking for a �domino� type effect.  No1 moves
      then No 2, then No 3 and then No 4 moves.

     (b) If there are 5 children, 4 and 5 can do the same.
      movement.
  
     (c) Look for a line formation.

     (d) Look for �freeze� action when other group
      members are moving.

     (e) After a while encourage children�s own    
      interpretation of machine movements within
      8 beats � do not look for uniformity between
      one machine and another.

     (f) Variety of speeds � sustained to slowly down to  
      halt.
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Programme 7 Clickety-clack

Ideas for future dance lessons on the same topic.

a. Children creating their own speciÞ c sequences � perhaps even choosing new
 music.

b. Large groups creating more complex machine sequence.

c. Different group formation e.g. one group facing the other �mirror image�.

Parts of machine working together
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The Children of Lir - Part 1

Unit of Work - Programmes 8 - 10

The Children of Lir

Content:  Walking slowly and deliberately, skipping to the side, turning,   
   slapping and clapping, jogging forwards and backwards, stretching,  
   bouncing from the knee.

Incorporating: Individual partner and group work.
   Freedom of expression and personal choice of movement.
   Quality of movement.
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Programme 8 The Children of Lir - Part 1

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music

Stimuli word bank

push, turn, clap,
grimace, stretch, 
reach, laugh, sadden, 
skip, slap, smile.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, arms,  
      shoulders, legs. Incor 
      porating - walking,  
      slowly and deliberately.  
      Skipping to the side,  
      turning, slapping and  
      clapping.

Dynamics>   How is it moving> Slow/fast;    
      light/heavy.
      
Space>       Where is it moving>  On the spot. Personal  
      space. General space.
      Low, medium and high  
      level.
 
Relationships>      With whom> Avoid others
      Solo. 
      In co-operation with  
      the group.

The Children of Lir - Part 1
By: Anne Hart 15 November

Preparation which may be done in class:

1.  Read the story of the Children of Lir.

2.  Find out what other mythological tales the children know from Ireland and   
 around the world.

3. Discuss what people in myths and legends are usually like.

4. Are there any places in the children�s own area associated with legend?
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Programme  8 The Children of Lir - Part 1 

Starting point:

Everyone standing in a space ready to listen.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Moving very   (a)   Children moving in a very controlled fashion.
    slowly    
             (b)   Exploring their personal space to the fullest.
 
          
2. Skipping and   (a)   Use of general space.
    turning          
     (b)   Listening to music/rhythm.

             (c)   Changing pathways.

             (d)   Light movement on feet.

Development

1.    Skipping with arms moving.     (a) Light carefree movements.

2.    Skipping and turning   (b) Good use of space.

3.    Walking slowly and leisurely     (c) Good implementation of sequence.

          (d) Children showing emotions through
        movement.

Footnote:

The children prepare in the warm-up some movements that will be re-introduced 
in the dance later on.  If there is any initial confusion over left and right move-
ments the tape should be stopped and the children given a chance to practise.
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Programme 8 The Children of Lir - Part 1

Climax

Linking movements to form a dance sequence.  Distinction between heavy slow 
movements and quick light movements.  A pattern of controlled deliberate move-
ments.  Joining in a group to form a dance sequence.

Inside a plastic bubble
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The Children of Lir - Part 2

The Children of Lir - Part 2
By: Anne Hart 22 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music and sounds

Tambourine

Stimuli word bank

jog, wave, skip, 
toe, sprout, point, 
run, change, tiptoe, 
stretch, cast, jump, 
�swim�.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, legs,  
      arms, shoulders,   
      heads. Incorporating: 
      jogging, forward and  
      backward, stretching, 
      waving, skipping,
      jumping, tip toeing, 
       �swimming�.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy.
      Quick/slow.
      Smooth/jerky.

Space>       Where it is moving>  Avoiding others.
      Solo.
      Working as part of a
      large group with the 
      teacher.

Preparation which may be done in class:

Explore the theme of jealousy  �  what makes us jealous?

Project work on swans.

Geography      � Places associated with where swans
       had to live in Ireland i.e.  The Sea of
       Moyle (between County Antrim and
       Rathlin).
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Programme 9 The Children of Lir - Part 2

Starting point:

Everyone standing in a space with their feet comfortably apart.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging    (a) Jogging on the spot, then forwards and 
      backwards use space.

2. Body parts   (b) Creative and spontaneous use of body 
    and movement   parts.

3. Stretching   (c) Movements at a high level.

Development

1. Moving around the ß oor  (a) Gestures with all appropriate body parts.
    with speciÞ c body            
    movements   (b) Sustained creative movements.

2. Waving and casting spells (c) Creative hand movements.

3. Skipping and jumping (d) Building up a sequence of movements.

4. Toeing, tip-toeing  (e) Responding to sounds to create a sequence 
    jumping and swimming  of movements.

5. Stretching   (f) Developing a creative shape through movement.

Footnote:

Introduction should incorporate warming up, body awareness, use of space.

Footnote:

At this point the children are being given more opportunity to be creative in their 
movements.
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Programme  9 The Children of Lir - Part 2

Climax

Children sustain a particular type of movement to express an emotion. They build up 
sequences of movements and they respond to the teachers own movement direction.

Footnote:

The children explore the expression of emotion through dance - facial expression 
is very important here.  In the Þ nal selection the children are transformed into 
swans � here they have an opportunity to be more creative in their movements.

Think of all the pointy places on your body

A really jealous person
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The Children of Lir - Part 3

The Children of Lir - Part 3
By: Anne Hart 29 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Sounds and Music

Stimuli word bank

bend, backwards, 
fall, melt, slap, 
straighten, ß oat, jog, 
stretch, clap, swing, 
swirl, strike, skip, 
forward, rise.

Activities>       What is moving> Hands, feet, legs.
      heads, arm, whole
      bodies. Incorporating 
      bouncing from the  
      knee, jogging
      movements that
      respond to music 
      and sound.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Free and creative.
      Quick/slow.
      Fluid and ß owing.

Space>                       With whom>  Working independently.
      As a small group.
      As part of a whole 
      class group.

Preparation which may be done in class

1. Poetry and music related to the sea.

2. Stories about early Christian Ireland � monastic settlements i.e. Armagh and                 
    Bangor.
  
3. Project work on bells.
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Programme  10 The Children of Lir - Part 3

Starting point:

Everyone standing with their feet slightly apart.

Activity     What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Bouncing from the knee  (a) Flexible knee movements.    
    arm swinging  
      (b) Arms and knees working at the same   
       rhythm.

2. Jogging away   (a)   Children demonstrate a more advanced
    then back     awareness.

3. Developing movements  (a) Children responding rhythmically 
    to suit familiar music    and creatively to known music.

Development

1. Bodies feel as if they  (a) Languid unstructured movements.
    are without muscles � 
    ß oppy and limp.

2. As storm develops   (b) Movements become faster yet stay limp.  
    children�s movements  
    build to a crescendo,  (c) Body responds to the vagaries of the 
    then fade away.    sea � rising and falling.
 
3. Children work in    (d) Forming together as a group to create an 
    groups.      object.  Then melt down to ß oor level.

4. Building up a    (e) Children recap on the movements in the
    4 sequence dance.    story to create a piece of dance.

Footnote

Children will use these more creative warm-up activities to help them in their Þ nal 
sequences.
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Programme 10 The Children of Lir - Part 3

Climax

Children are given the opportunity  (a) Respond to music.
to move freely feeling and
unstructured to the sounds of the  (b) Be aware of space.
sea music.
       (c) Sustain the creative movement
They move as individuals but in   building it up and fading it out.
doing so create one mass effect.   
       (d) Develop a sequence of dance
They make a sequence that    that involves many different
represents the story as a whole.   types of movement.
         
        

Footnote:

Children have experience in this programme of both structured and creative 
dance and in the Þ nal sequence have blended them together.

Footnote:

The children in the section are given even more scope during the sea sequence 
for creative movement.  At the end they develop a sequence which represents 
the story.  This may give them ideas as to how to formulate a dance sequence for 
other stories.

Beach Balls blowing out to sea � really limp bodies
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Programme  10 The Children of Lir - Part 3

Credits

BBC Publication for the poem Ready, Steady, Go by Kate Harrison from the book 
Look, Look What I Can Do.

Davies, The Sports People for the poem Sleepy Hands by Malcolm Brown and Jenny 
Melmoth from the book Feet First: Poem for Dance.

Scripts and Teacher�s Notes written by
Anne Harte, Elizabeth Mailey, Paul Sloan, Jennifer Williamson and Bernagh Brims.

Bells being struck


